
“My Family”: Children of the Shelter Draw their Families

About 100 children are cared for through Woman to Woman's on-site Children’s Center

each year. The children who arrive at the Shelter are profoundly and often irrevocably

affected by the direct and indirect violence they have experienced at home, leaving the vast

majority with some degree of functional, emotional and developmental problems. Being

uprooted from their familiar surroundings and coming to the Shelter, though a crisis for

them, is also an opportunity to make a change in their lives and break the vicious cycle of

violence, which is all too often transmitted from one generation to the next.

***

The drawings before you were made by youngsters in our Children’s Center. As part of the

regular diagnostic processes, the childcare staff asked them to draw their families, giving

them no specific guidelines. The accompanying captions are the children’s own words about

their drawings.



AVIV
“When Daddy would get really annoyed he’d get all quiet and Mommy would get really, really scared. 

I was afraid he’d hit me, but when he hit us he’d shout.

When he wasn’t angry he’d take us to a playground, and once he played football with our neighbor who 

was also there.”



Six-year-old Aviv came to the Shelter with his mother and younger sister after neighbors complained to

the police about shouting. Aviv’s mother, who was afraid to come to the Shelter, only agreed after the

Welfare Department informed her that her children would be put in foster care if she refused.

Once at the Shelter, the mother revealed a life filled with fear of her husband’s unpredictable violent

outbursts. In between them, she said, he could remain silent for days, and then she was afraid he

would murder her.

Aviv was unsettled during his first weeks in the Shelter, hitting other children and breaking things. In a

conversation with a volunteer he said, “I’m a bad boy and my sister is a good girl.”

Aviv’s mother had difficulty setting boundaries and was not eager to accept help from the Shelter staff.

The family left abruptly, moved in with family, and the mother chose not to keep in touch with our staff.



ANNA
“I don’t remember Daddy. 

Mommy and Daddy fought and it wasn’t nice.

It was very sad. Daddy only fought with Mommy, not with me.

I miss Grandma, and I don’t remember Grandpa’s name.”



Seven-year-old Anna came to the Shelter with her mother and two older brothers in wake of the father's

violent behavior. Anna’s mother had converted to her husband’s religion to marry him and struggled to

adapt to a culture not her own. She worked long hours in a factory, turning over her wages to her

husband. She and her children suffered from hunger and deprivation. When they arrived at the Shelter,

the older children were confused about their religious and national identity and far behind in their

schooling. At the Shelter, the mother underwent a process of personal growth and development. After a

year in the Shelter’s Halfway Housing, the family moved into a rental apartment. One of the boys tried

to contact the father but then chose not to pursue his attempts. The mother’s family continues to reject

her and does not recognize the children as part of the family. Although isolated, Anna’s mother

supports herself and her children and continues to benefit from assistance offered by the Shelter staff.



YONATAN
“My dad doesn’t have hair, and my dad doesn’t have a name.

The only thing pretty in my drawing is my sister. That’s all.

I don’t want to see Daddy.”



Four-year-old Yonatan came to the Shelter with his mother and siblings. His Israeli father met his mother

overseas when she was a divorced single mother with one child – Eitan. The father physically abused

Eitan, who attempted to hide the severe abuse from his mother.

When the father brought the family to Israel he didn’t arrange their status, thereby ensuring the mother

couldn’t complain about him to the authorities. The family was referred to the Shelter after the violence

Eitan suffered from was discovered. The father fled Israel to avoid being charged for his crimes.

Yonatan, who spoke very little when he arrived, made a strong connection with the Children’s Center

staff. The mother managed to find work, even though her legal status in Israel has not been resolved,

and she does not get child support, because her minor children are not recognized by the authorities as

the offspring of her Israeli husband. Today the family lives in one of the Shelter’s Halfway Housing

apartments.



MA’OR
“My mom always told me not to annoy daddy, but he would always get angry. 

Once my sister annoyed him, but he didn’t hit her, just mom, and her nose bled. 

Uncle Ya’acov came and said that my father loves us because “blood isn’t water.”



Seven-year-old Ma’or arrived at the Shelter with his mother and nine-year-old sister after escaping

years of terror and constant fear. The family’s home life was ruled by the father’s erratic behavior. He

would capriciously force the family to embrace a new way of life and follow it strictly. For eight months

they devoutly kept the Jewish laws, at another point they were forced to eat only vegan food. Ma’or’s

mother had left home in the past for a short period but returned to a situation that only worsened.

When he first came to the Shelter with his family, Ma’or would hesitantly ask whether he was allowed to

eat whatever food was offered. Today he and his sister meet the father at a Family Contact Center

under the supervision of a social worker. The family has moved into a rental apartment near relatives.

The mother, who works part time, is still undergoing a lengthy divorce process.



WAFA
“Dad isn’t here, I hope he dies. My sister and me, we help 

Mom. Mom works hard, and there’s nobody to help her.”



Nine-year-old Wafa came to the Shelter with her mother and seven-year-old sister from another

shelter, whose location had been discovered by the father who, in prison, and deemed extremely

dangerous by the authorities, had discovered its location and sent men to threaten the family.

Wafa’s mother was very distrustful of the Shelter staff, and Wafa felt obligated to protect her, keep the

family secrets, and take care of her younger sister. The mother’s lack of trust impeded attempts to

help. Even so, Wafa developed a positive rapport with the Children’s Center staff, which continued

after the family left the Shelter. It was Wafa’s close therapeutic relationship with the staff member that

helped the mother overcome some of her wariness. Today, about a year after leaving the Shelter, the

mother and daughters live in a rented apartment and benefit from Woman to Woman’s follow-up

programs.



ORA
“Daddy’s name is Yossi. He’s bald, so I didn’t draw hair.

Me and my little sister and Mommy live in Jerusalem.

When Daddy comes to take me to Grandma and Grandpa in

Be'er Sheva, they’re always fighting and I feel very sad.

I’m drawing myself like a princess, taller than 

Mommy and Daddy.”



Five-year-old Ora came to the Shelter with her then-pregnant mother. Her little sister was born

during the family's stay.

Ora’s father, who moved from one job to another, was a jealous and domineering husband,

prone to violent outbursts, which he directed at his wife. He never harmed Ora, whom he loved

dearly. Ora’s mother decided to leave her husband and was referred to the Shelter.

Ora, a bright child and mature for her age, fit in well in the Children’s Center and was well-liked

by all. After a stay in the Shelter, the family moved to one of Woman to Woman’s Halfway

Housing apartments. Ora’s mother receives a stipend from us for a trade course and is a

diligent student as well as a devoted mother to her two daughters. The girls meet their father

regularly.



AVI
Daddy isn’t nice, and I don’t like him. He wants to hit me all day long. 

Daddy let flies into the car to bite me. I don’t want to play with him. 

Daddy has a little red. I hope he dies. We are a nothing family.



Avi is seven, the second of four children. He came with his mother and sister to the Shelter and the two

other brothers were sent to foster care. Avi had been severely neglected as well as physically abused

by his father, and his mother, who had been in a shelter in the past but returned home, was unable to

protect her children from him.

When they first arrived, Avi found it hard to see his mother as an authority figure and even mimicked his

father’s behavior toward her. Over the months of his stay, Avi grew closer to his mother, and she gained

self-assurance and acquired skills to care for him. The mother and children moved into a rental

apartment in another city, where the mother supports the family financially, and the children attend

school regularly.



URI
”We came from Ethiopia. There were bad people there that wanted to kill us. My 

little sister took matches and burned the house down, so we came to the Shelter. 

My sister has sores on her face and cheeks.”



Uri, who is eight, came to the Shelter with his mother and four-year-old sister. According to Uri’s

mother, the father had been a devoted husband until they came to Israel, where he couldn’t keep a job,

took to drinking, and became violent. The mother and children were referred to the Shelter after a fire

broke out in their home following an angry outburst of the father’s, during which he flung belongings all

over the house.

Uri is a clever child who got along well in the Children’s Center and, thanks to special assistance,

managed to overcome his language and schooling gap. The mother was adamant in her desire to

separate from her husband so long as he refused to enter a rehab program. She received a stipend for

a trade course and, after renting an apartment near her family, found a suitable job. The children have

no contact with their father.



YOAV
“Yoav wants to shut Daddy’s mouth because Daddy shouts.

Daddy shouts at me and at Grandma, and when he gets angry, he gets really angry and he shouts. 

Daddy is a little bit of a grouch. It’s hard for me to draw him because he’s a little sick. 

He also shouts at Grandma.”



Six-year-old Yoav came to the Shelter with his mother and two sisters. His mother, who is well-

educated with a well-paying job in the private sector, lived in an atmosphere of fear, terrorized by her

partner and too intimidated by him to leave. Yoav, a sensitive child, suffered from his father’s furious

outbursts more than his sisters.

When the family arrived at the Shelter, it was doubtful they would remain for long. But during their stay,

the mother underwent a process of personal growth that helped Yoav as well. He missed his father but

tries not to express this to his mother to avoid upsetting her.

Yoav and his family moved to a Halfway Housing apartment; the mother works and continues to benefit

from the support of Woman to Woman’s services.



ELIYAHU
“In the drawing is our house, even though our real house is in a building, and I don’t like it.

My father never comes to visit. It’s all Grandma’s fault.

Mommy and Daddy aren't together because of her, and I want Daddy to come. He's never 

been to our house.”



Eight-years-old Eliyahu is the second of three boys. He and his family moved into one of our Halfway

Housing apartments following a stay at a different shelter, to which they arrived after the mother

suffered for years from the father’s violence.

The family had lived with Eliyahu’s paternal grandmother who tyrannized Eliyahu’s mother and abused

her emotionally. When the parents fought, the grandmother sometimes encouraged the father to beat

the mother.

Outwardly Eliyahu seems a smiling and energetic child, but when he begins to talk about his family he

lies down on the floor and says, “It’s all because of Grandma.” He insists on describing his father, who

was jailed for his violence against his mother, in ideal terms.

Today the mother holds a job, participates in group therapy, and meets regularly with a social worker.

The children have no contact with their father.
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